Capillary refill time is a very useful clinical sign in early recognition and treatment of very sick children*

In this issue of Pediatric Critical Care Medicine, Lobos et al (1) report that when they evaluated a series of children who were not sick but were undergoing cardiac catheterization, they did not find a correlation between cardiac index and capillary refill time (CRT) but instead found a correlation between CRT and hematocrit. The authors embarked on this study because their staff believed before this study that CRT was a marker of cardiac output, which they wanted to disprove. The strength of the population sample is that the patients were not receiving inotropes; the weakness is that the children did not have low cardiac output. Tibby and colleagues (2) evaluated this same question in 1999 using a sample of sick patients in the pediatric intensive care unit who were being treated with inotropes and/or fluids. They found an inverse correlation between CRT and stroke volume and a direct correlation with lactate levels in general patients but not in cardiac surgery patients. In a series of classic studies, Parr, Kirkin, Paciﬁco, and others (3, 4) evaluated risk factors for sudden cardiac death after cardiac surgery in infants. They noted that blood pressure and heart rate did not predict death but low cardiac output and low mixed venous oxygen tension did. Interestingly, for any given cardiac output, high, normal, or low, the mortality risk was higher if mixed venous oxygen tension was low. They further evaluated the peripheral circulation and defined it as cool, tepid, and warm and found that for any given cardiac index cool was associated with worse mortality and warm was associated with better survival. They suggested that although normal blood pressure and heart rates are very important, reduction in death from cardiac events would be best served by also maintaining the cardiac index at >3.0 L/min/m², the mixed venous oxygen tension at >35 mm Hg, and the skin temperature warm or at a CRT of <2 secs. These could be attained with adequate ﬁlling and use of inotropes and vasodilator therapies. Most recently, Raimer and colleagues (5) have reported that a CRT of <2 secs is associated with a superior vena cava oxygen saturation of >70% in children in the pediatric intensive care unit. Thus, the warm toe or CRT of <2 secs provides excellent negative predictive value for a cardiac index of <3 or a superior vena cava oxygen saturation of >70% and presumably a mixed venous oxygen tension of >35 mm Hg.

The best physical exam measure of cardiac output comes with palpation of the central and peripheral arterial pulses. An experienced practitioner will be able to recognize the qualitative differences in a small pulse volume (low cardiac output), a full volume, and a hammer pulse volume (high cardiac output, low vascular resistance) and most importantly equal or unequal (low cardiac output and or high peripheral resistance) volumes between central and peripheral pulses. In this regard, machine-derived quantitative intravascular pulse volume contour analyses are presently used in pediatric intensive care units to calculate the stroke volume and then multiplied by the heart rate to provide continuous cardiac output. In contrast, CRT is an inexpensive bedside clinical sign of peripheral microvascular perfusion, not cardiac output or even peripheral arterial blood flow per se. This has been ably demonstrated in two pediatric investigations measuring Doppler arterial blood flow and CRT in isolated upper and lower extremities (6, 7). An increase in the pressure generated by a cuff to the point of reducing arterial blood flow by 90% was related to only an 0.86-sec further prolongation in healthy children, much less than the prolongation seen under pathologic conditions. When blood is ejected from the heart, it does not go directly to the capillaries; it ﬁrst travels to the arterioles, which are the body’s major resistance vessels. When one applies an external pressure to the capillary bed, the capillary empties its blood and the skin color changes from pink to white. When the pressure is released, the skin will become pink again. The time of this color change back to pink is called the CRT. The determinants of this refill time are many, including arteriolar resistance, venular resistance, viscosity, microvessel thrombosis, polycythemia, hyperleukocytosis, obliteratorive arteriosclerosis (8), external temperatures (but not fever [9]), and dehydration. Flash capillary refill is seen with vasodilated states and prolonged capillary refill in hypertensive states (10). CRT is age dependent with a 2-sec time found to be normal in children (11). Delayed CRT can be seen in well children under healthy circumstances. For example, in infants placed in a bath by mom or dad and then removed to ambient temperature, CRTs are prolonged and the extremities are cold and blue. However, the parent knows the child is not sick; the child is cold coming out of the bath. Delayed CRT should never be assumed benign when it occurs in an infant or child whom the caretaker has brought to you for a sick visit. Prolonged CRT in a sick child tells you that you should do something rather than proceed to the next patient after conferring reassurance.

In two studies of 5,000 sick children presenting to community hospitals in the United States and subsequently transferred to five referral centers, Orr and colleagues (12, 13) noted that hemodynamic signs at presentation were related to outcome. Mortality rates were 1.9% without hemodynamic abnormalities, 3.1% with tachycardia alone, 4.4% with hypotension alone, 7.6% with prolonged CRT, and 26.9% with prolonged CRT and hypotension. Treatment with Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS)/Advanced Paediatric Life Support—recommended guidelines of fluid resuscitation followed by inotropic support when needed to restore CRT to <2 secs was associated with a 50% reduction in mortality and abrogation of new onset functional morbidity. Leonard and Beattie (14) and Thompson and colleagues (15) both demonstrated that the recognition of prolonged CRT can improve early diagnosis and treat-

*See also p. 136.
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ment of serious infections, including meningococcemia in children seen by U.K. general practitioners and subsequently referred to emergency care. Kumar and colleagues (16) developed a triage score in an Indian hospital and similar to Orr demonstrated that prolonged CRT along with high temperature, low oxygen saturation, low systolic blood pressure, and poor sensorium predicted mortalities of 2.2% with one, 6.1% with two, 15.3% with three, 19.4% with four, and 29.4% with all five abnormalities. Evans et al (17) reported that children in Ghana with severe malaria who had a CRT of >2 secs had a two-fold higher risk of death. Pamba and colleagues (18) reported in Kenya that 8% of 4,160 sick children admitted had prolonged CRT, being present in 23% of nonsurvivors compared to 7.5% of survivors. Han et al (12) demonstrated in U.S. community hospitals that each hour that went by without restoring blood pressure and a CRT of <3 secs was associated with a seven-fold increased mortality from multiple-organ failure. Use of PALS/Advanced Paediatric Life Support resuscitation guidelines reduced this mortality risk in a time-dependent fashion. Lima and colleagues (19) tested this association in critically ill adults and similarly noted that prolonged CRT and cool extremities in the first day after resuscitation predicted worsening organ failure and higher lactate values. Steiner and colleagues (20) reviewed 26 studies and concluded that the most useful clinical sign for predicting severe dehydration in children is a prolonged CRT. Combinations of prolonged CRT, abnormal skin turgor, and abnormal respiratory pattern further improved diagnosis (21). Saavedra and colleagues (22) demonstrated that CRT directly correlated to the degree of dehydration, with a CRT of >3 secs indicating a fluid deficit of more than 100 mL/kg. Jusc and colleagues (23) demonstrated a reduction of CRT from >10 to <3 secs with improved pulses and mental status in children with severe dehydration and shock after 50 mL/kg of fluid infusion in the first hour. Shavit and colleagues (24) reported that accuracy in diagnosing severe dehydration could be further improved by using a digital measure of CRT rather than clinical assessment.

The American Heart Association’s Subcommittee on Pediatric Resuscitation (Dallas, TX), through its Pediatric Advanced Life Support curricula, advocates use of CRT to assess peripheral perfusion and response to time-sensitive treatments in children to prevent death as well as secondary functional morbidity (13, 25, 26). It teaches that a prolonged CRT of >2 secs is an early indicator of compensated shock, an effort to shunt blood from nonvital organs (e.g., skin) to vital organs. Vascular resistance is increased in peripheral beds, resulting in prolonged capillary refill. Treatment during this compensatory phase will be more effective in reducing morbidity and mortality than treatment in the uncompensated shock phase when hypotension occurs despite asconstriction (13). The World Health Organization (Geneva, Switzerland) has incorporated CRT in the Emergency Triage and Assessment Guidelines using the presence of prolonged CRT in the sick child to support progression to treatments, as well as triage to facilities where these treatments can be delivered (27). The Global Sepsis Initiative (28) and PALS/American College of Critical Care Medicine guidelines for hemodynamic support of septic shock recommend reversal of prolonged CRT in a time-sensitive manner (29). Use of CRT among other clinical signs is a very useful tool in the quest to reduce global child mortality in resource-poor and -rich settings alike. When resources are not available, the parent or health worker can recognize illness in the child by lack of playing or smiling (abnormal mental status). Medical attention should be afforded. Palpable or measured fever supports infection as the cause, and administration of antibiotics and temperature control can be considered. If accompanied by tachycardia (>10%/°C increase in temperature) and tachypnea, then the child is severely ill and should be afforded access to antibiotics and oxygen with triage to a referral medical facility. If accompanied by a prolonged CRT of 2 secs, this child is even sicker and intravenous fluids will be needed if hypovolemia/dehydration is present. In resource-rich settings, a CRT of <2 secs has an excellent negative predictive value for both low cardiac index and low superior vena cava oxygen saturation (assuming normal hematocrit). When the CRT is >2 secs, PALS recommends early goal-directed resuscitation to normal blood pressure and a capillary refill of <2 secs, and this should be possible in the community hospital setting. Once in the pediatric intensive care setting, children who remain in shock despite these earlier efforts can have therapies further directed to the goals of superior vena cava oxygen saturations of >70% and a confidence interval of 3.3–6.0 L/min/m² in addition to normal blood pressure and a CRT of <2 secs (30).
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Exhaled breath condensate: A breathalyzer for lung inflammation*

“Every breath you take ... I’ll be watching you.” — Stintg, Summers A, The Police, Synchronicity, 1983

Various pulmonary diseases represent the most common reasons for admission to pediatric intensive care units (1). Accordingly, children with asthma, bronchiolitis, pneumonia, aspiration pneumonia, acute lung injury/acute respiratory distress syndrome, and ventilator-associated lung injury are commonly cared for in pediatric intensive care units. Unlike adult critical care where bronchoalveolar lavage is frequently used to obtain samples for tharanostic biomarkers (2), logistical challenges frequently prevent use of this technology to guide diagnostic treatment and disease trajectory questions associated with pulmonary failure in the pediatric intensive care unit. Children present with critical pulmonary illness typically with inability to produce sputum samples when tracheally extubated and with smaller proximal conducting airways and hence smaller endotracheal tubes while intubated.

Accordingly, the report submitted by Hasan and colleagues from Mercy Children's Hospital, Toledo, OH, describing of the use of exhaled breath condensate (EBC) monitoring among children hospitalized for status asthmaticus should be of great interest to pediatric critical care practitioners (3). These investigators assessed two lipid biomarkers in EBC and compared these findings with other clinical indicators of asthma severity, specifically the Woods Score and the Pulmonary Index, the latter a surrogate for forced expiratory volume at 1 sec. It is of interest that although these children were initially too distressed to provide measurements of forced expiratory volume at 1 sec or forced vital capacity, they were able to breathe through the EBC apparatus to collect an EBC sample, essentially droplets of airway-lining fluid into which water soluble analytes are absorbed, without any change in their work of breathing. Accordingly, the EBC methodology does not perturb the biological system being monitored. More specifically, no adverse events or changes in patient status were observed during collection of EBC.

For this investigation, the authors chose to follow two lipid biomarkers. 8-isoprostanate is a derivative of arachidonic acid that reflects lipid peroxidation toxicity (4). Isoprostanes do not require cyclooxygenase for their production and are derived insitu within phospholipids and subsequently released through phospholipases. This marker reflects production of parent-free radical species by various mechanisms, including activated xanthine oxidase in ischemia–reperfusion settings; increased electron bleed from the mitochondrial electron transport chain in settings of inflammation and high oxygen concentration; activation of polymorphonuclear leukocyte and eosinophil NADPH oxidoreductase; and enhanced catecholamine metabolism such as occurs in stress to generate the family of isoprostane isomers. Lipoxins represent a specific enzymatic product of 15-lipoxygenase known to modulate inflammation (5). This lipid metabolite has been extensively studied in asthma and is known to be involved in inflammatory cell trafficking.

See also p. 141.
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